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QUESTION: 1
Which statement is true concerning iRule context?

A. The iRule event declaration determines the context.
B. the context must be explicitly declared.
C. The rule command determines the context.
D. The results of the iRule’s conditional statement determines the context.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 2
The following iRule is being used within a persistence profile on a virtual server.
Assuming the following HTTP requests are made within the same timeout window,
what is the maximum number of persistence records that will be created iRule: rule
Persist_Universal { when HTTP_REQUEST { persist uie [findstr [HTTP ::uri] "?"
8 3] } Requests: #1 http: I/www.test.com/input.html?testl
45ABR80
#2
http
://www.test.com/input .html?testl 35PDC72 #3 http
:llwww.test.
com/input.html?testl
25ABR76
#4
http
://www.test.com/input.html?testl 45MN088 #5 http
://www.test. com/input.html?testl 55ABR98 #6 http ://www.test.com/input.html?testl
45 PDC6O #7
http
://www.test.
com/input.html?testl
75ABC50
#8
http
://www.test.com/input.html?testl
25MN055 #9
http:
llwww.test.
com/input.html?testl 45ABC70
#10
http
://www.test.com/input.html?testl 35PDC42

A. 4
B. 3
C. 10
D. It cannot be determined from the given data.
E. 5
F. 1
G. 0

Answer: A

QUESTION: 3
Which statement is true concerning SNATs using SNAT pools and SNATs using
automap?
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A. SNAT s using automap preferentially translate source addresses to non-floating
self-IP addresses.
B. SNAT s using a SNAT pool translate source addresses randomly to any of the
addresses in the SNAT pool.
C. SNAT s using automap translate source addresses randomly to any of the BIG-IP’s
floating self-IP addresses.
D. A .SNAT pool can contain virtual server addresses.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 4
Why would an administrator capture monitor traffic between a BIG-IP and servers?

A. Viewing monitor traffic could help the administrator to define a more robust
monitor.
B. If a client were having difficulty logging into a load-balanced SSH server, viewing
and analyzing the connection process would determine the reason.
C. Only client traffic may be captured; monitor traffic may not be captured.
D. If client traffic to servers was failing, viewing and analyzing monitor traffic would
determine the reason.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 5
When a pool is created and saved to file, where is the default file and location for
the pool configuration? When a pool is created and saved to file, where is the default
file and location for the pool configuration?

A. /config/bigip_base.conf
B. lconfig/bigip.conf
C. /etc/bigip_base.conf
D. /config/BigDB.dat

Answer: B

QUESTION: 6
Which statement is true concerning packet filters?
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A. In addition to administrator-created filters, three always exists a “deny all” filter
that processes traffic last.
B. Filters cannot prevent access to the management port.
C. The order of filters does not affect which traffic is accepted or denied
D. Filters cannot prevent the BIG_IP synching process from taking place.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 7
Which action CANNOT be performed by an iRule?

A. Direct a connection request to a specific pool.
B. Substitute a server’s response with alternate data.
C. Chang the virtual server’s default pool.
D. Direct a client’s request to a pool based on the client’s browser’s language.
E. Limit a given client to a set amount of bandwidth.
F. Discard a client before connecting to a server.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 8
Which persistence method will always recognize a client when the client returns to
the same virtual server?

A. SSL
B. MSRDP
C. expression [universal]
D. No persistence method work in all situations.
E. source address

Answer: D

QUESTION: 9
Which are immediate results of entering the following command: b pool PoolA . {
lb method predictive member 10.10.1 .1:80 member 10.10.1.2:80 }
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